Directions for Parent Drop-off and Pick-up at Margaret Ross Elementary

Morning Drop Off
Students may be dropped off no earlier than 8:35 when adults are on duty.
Parents should turn onto Vermont Ave (the entrance to the school approximately 4 houses from the school). This will take you to the overflow parking lot by the ballfields. Parents will loop around the parking lot. Parents will then proceed to the front of the school.
  ○ NOTE: We are requiring this so that all cars from parent pick-up are not blocking traffic on Maratta Road.
Parents are asked to pull in front of the building and drop off student(s) at the main entrance of the school.
At no time, should parents be out of their cars during drop-off.
Students will go directly to their homeroom once they arrive at the building.
Breakfast will still be served for those students needing to stop in the cafeteria to eat. Those students will get their breakfast prior to going to their classroom.

Afternoon Parent Pick-up
Students who are every day pickups will be called by grade to the main door for dismissal beginning at 3:05.
Parents should turn onto Vermont Ave (the entrance to the school approximately 4 houses from the school). This will take you to the overflow parking lot by the ballfields. Parents will loop around the parking lot. Parents will then proceed to the front of the school.
  ○ NOTE: We are requiring this so that all cars from to parent pick-up are not blocking traffic on Maratta Road.
Parents will have a card that will be provided to students on the first day of in-person instruction.
Parents are asked to hold the card up to the outside bus duty monitor and they will call inside the building to release your child.
  ○ If you do not have a card, you will need to provide your child's name and teacher to the bus monitor.
At no time, should parents be out of their cars during pick-up.
Parents who are walking to pick up their child will show the card to the person on duty at the main entrance and wait until the child(ren) are brought out front. Parents are not permitted to wait in the lobby.
Once your child(ren) are in the car, please exit the school parking lot.